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a b s t r a c t
Inhomogeneous membrane cascade systems have been utilized to purify fructooligosaccharides (FOS).
Such a process allows a different setup at every stage of the cascade. Varying the setup at every stage
implies an optimization problem related to the selection of the membrane and combinations of operating
conditions. This paper solves the optimization problem for an inhomogeneous 3-stage membrane cascade and uses the solution as a design guideline. The optimization problem in the 3-stage membrane cascade design has been formulated as a mixed integer, non-linear programming model and solved using the
global optimization solver, BARON. By maximizing the yield repetitively with varying purity requirements, a frontier curve has been constructed. The frontier curve was mapped showing the window of
operation. The map guides towards the setup that promotes higher permeation in the feed stage when
we switch from high yield to high purity. On the other hand, the setup selection at the bottom stage does
not show a clear switch, which indicates that the selection at this stage is less critical.
Ó 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
This paper contributes to the study of membrane separation
processes for purification of fructooligosaccharides (FOS). A cascaded membrane system performs better than a single-stage sep⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: zulhaj.zulhajrizki@wur.nl (Z. Rizki).

aration (Caus et al., 2009; Lightfoot et al., 2008; Patil et al.,
2014). A single membrane is limited by its inherent permeation
and separation principles. This limit can be exceeded by creating
more selective membranes, either using new materials or by modifying its surface (Lalia et al., 2013; Mohammad et al., 2015;
Upadhyaya et al., 2018); but it is obvious that this approach has
its limits. Besides changing the membrane, the separation can be
improved by adding extra loops using available membranes, which
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Nomenclature
Symbols
c
Fl
Sv
y

solute concentration (g/L)
flow rate (kg/h)
sieving coefficient (dimensionless)
binary variable selecting design option (dimensionless)

Subscripts
F
feed
P
permeate

R

retentate

Indices
a
i
m
p
s
t

membrane area
component, degree of polymerization
membrane type
trans-membrane pressure
stage in the cascade
operating temperature

for every stage implies a challenge in the optimization of the design.
The use of multiple stages gives a combinatorial increase in the number of possible configurations, and selecting one particular optimal
combination is not trivial. A straightforward approach would be to
enumerate and simulate all possible combinations and select the best
outcomes. However, this requires unrealistically large computing
power, given the number of possible configurations. To alleviate this,
a subset of all possible combinations can be chosen (Rizki et al., 2020;
Rizki et al., 2019) as representative, and a selection can be made
within this subset. However, there is no guarantee that the globally
best outcome is part of this subset.
Another approach is to develop an optimization model and
determine the best combination automatically. An optimization
algorithm can be used to solve the model and ensure that the solution is optimal (Yang et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2012). This saves a lot of
computation time because it avoids unnecessary evaluation of
combinations that are far from optimal (Kronqvist et al., 2019;
Anand et al., 2017; Boukouvala et al., 2016; Misener and Floudas,
2014; Ryoo and Sahinidis, 1995).
Here, we formulate the design of a 3-stage membrane cascade as
a combinatorial, mixed integer, non-linear problem (MINLP). The
membrane cascade is modelled to purify fructooligosaccharides
(FOS) from mono- and disaccharides. FOS are commonly used as a
prebiotic and rheology improver in many food products. However,
their functionality is hindered due to the presence of small sugars;
these add sweetness and caloric value to the oligosaccharides and
are not prebiotic (Franck A.*, ; Meyer et al., 2011; Flamm et al.,
2001; Tárrega et al., 2011; Hess et al., 2011). Purification of FOS using
membrane processes has been done previously (Goulas et al., 2002;
Kuhn et al., 2010; Machado et al., 2016), and earlier studies showed
that a modified, inhomogeneous cascade can perform better than
homogeneous, ideal cascades in terms of product purity and yield
(Rizki et al., 2019; Aguirre Montesdeoca et al., 2016), even though
these systems were not yet fully optimized.
In previous work, membrane cascades were optimized by scenario simulations of a limited set of configurations and choosing
the best performing setup (Rizki et al., 2019). This method is not
effective, because there is no guarantee that these selected systems
are optimal. An alternative route is to optimize the membrane cascade design and the process parameters at the same time using
MINLP, which, to the best of our knowledge, is a new approach
in designing inhomogeneous membrane cascades. Applications of
MINLP to optimize cascaded membrane systems can be found in
several publications (Adi et al., 2016; Khor et al., 2011; AliagaVicente et al., 2017). However, these applications only considered
ideal cascades and focused the optimization on the superstructure
of the cascades. Optimization of an inhomogeneous cascade with
respect to the combination of its operating conditions, as presented
in previous research (Rizki et al., 2020; Rizki et al., 2019; Rizki
et al., 2020), has not been studied yet. This numerical approach
to optimize a 3-stage membrane cascade for FOS purification using
an MINLP is presented in this paper.

is commonly known as a multi-stage membrane system (Siew
et al., 2013). However, simply using membranes in series is inefficient. A configuration of membranes in series only processes 1 outlet stream (either the permeate or retentate) from the previous
stage while losing the other stream. Valuable components may still
be present in the lost stream causing a low yield. Recycling the
streams in a cascaded configuration bypasses this issue, thus
improving the product yield while allowing higher purity
(Lightfoot et al., 2008; Patil et al., 2014).
The concept for an ideal 3-stage membrane cascade design was
inspired by the design of a distillation column, and proposed by
Lightfoot et al. (Lightfoot et al., 2008). In this design, both permeate
and retentate from the first stage are fed to two additional membrane stages, giving a more refined permeate and a more concentrated retentate. The streams that are not taken as products are
recycled and mixed with the feed stream (Fig. 1). According to
the concept of the ideal cascade, these recycle streams should have
a similar composition. This is the case only when both the separation factors and the size of the fluxes in all stages are exactly the
same. This condition is hardly tenable in practice. Having dissimilar compositions of recycle streams implies that the cascade can be
improved by allowing heterogeneous operating conditions and
membranes among the stages. This design is known as an inhomogeneous cascade, which can give a better performance than an
ideal cascade (Patil et al., 2014; Patil et al., 2015). Moreover, modification of the configurations of the cascade may increase the separation performance (Patil et al., 2016; Rizki et al., 2020).
However, the design of an inhomogeneous cascade is complicated. Varying the configuration of every stage, plus the operating
conditions (e.g. trans-membrane pressure [TMP] and temperature)

Fig. 1. Graphical representation of a 3-stage membrane cascade.
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in a different condition, and therefore the retentate flow also
depends on the stage position (Eq. 3).

2. Model formulation
A 3-stage cascade model is developed based on the performance
of a single-stage model. Each stage in the cascade can be operated
using a different type of membrane and a different TMP, temperature and membrane area. These variables are the independent
design variables that describe the selection of options at each
stage. The performance of a single-stage membrane is characterized by the permeate flow rate, FlP , and the observed sieving coefficient, Sv . These values determine the feed conditions of the
consecutive stages and consequently the outlet streams. Numerical
optimization can be performed to select the best setup with
respect to the outlet stream.

FlF;s ¼ FlP;s þ FlR;s for all stages s

cF;s;i FlF;s ¼ cP;s;i FlP;s
þ cR;s;i Flr;s for all stages s and components i

The permeate flow rate, FlP , and the observed sieving coefficient, Sv , depend on the independent operating variables, as is
specified in Table 1. In this table, the argument m represents the
membrane type that can be used in stage s (1, 2 or 3). The arguments p and t represent the TMP and the temperature applied,
and the argument a refers to the membrane area. Because in practice membranes are supplied as modules with a specific membrane
surface area, the value of a can be represented by the number of
identical membrane modules used in parallel, and thus in our
approach, it is a discrete value. The sieving coefficient is not dependent on the surface area of the membrane and is the same for every
identical module that is used in parallel. However, the value of the
sieving coefficient varies for every component, i. In a mixture of
FOS, the component i represents carbohydrates with a varying
degree of polymerization (DP).
The values of FlP and Sv for a given configuration m; p; t; a and i
can be obtained either via experiments or via a model. The effects
of the operating variables on the flow rate and sieving coefficient
are neither straightforward nor linear. A recent publication
explains the mechanistic relation between the input variables
and the flow rate and sieving coefficient (Rizki et al., 2020). Direct
incorporation of this mechanism into an optimization model is
possible but will result in a complex optimization model, which
may cause the model to become computationally intensive and
may even become unsolvable. Alternatively, we can evaluate the
mechanistic model under a wide range of conditions and apply
the result as an input dataset for the optimization model. This will
strongly decrease the computational effort during the optimization, while still capturing the response of the full model.
The value of the permeate flow rate does not depend on the
stage. However, the retentate flow rate does. The permeate flow
rate values are included in the input dataset while the retentate
flow is related to the permeate flow via a mass balance (Eq. 1),
which also depends on the feed flow. The flow enters each stage

Sv i ¼

Symbols
FlP ¼ f ðm; p; t; aÞ

(24)

Sv ¼ f ðm; p; t; iÞ

(25)

FlR ¼ f ðs; m; p; t; aÞ

(26)

cP ¼ f ðs; m; p; t; a; iÞ

(27)

cR ¼ f ðs; m; p; t; a; iÞ

(28)

y ¼ f ðs; m; p; t; aÞ

(29)

cP;i
for all components i
cR;i

ð3Þ

Incorporating the stage indication s, as an argument together
with the operating variables (m, p, t and a) creates a combinatorial
option at each stage.
To select the optimal combination of m; p; t; a, the binary variable yðs; m; p; t; aÞ is introduced for each stage s. The task is to find
the best combination of m; p; t; a at each stage. Therefore, the variable y should be binary (y 2 f0; 1g); it is or it is not the optimal
combination. Because only one single combination of m; p; t; a
exists at every stage s, the sum of yðs; m; p; t; aÞ should be 1 for each
stage. This variable permits generalizing the model and optimizing
the design effectively: Multiplying yðs; m; p; t; aÞ with all options
will negate all non-optimal combinations and only give 1 optimal
combination for each stage.
The system is assumed to be in a steady state. In the 3-stage cascade configuration, the permeate from the feed stage, P F , becomes
the feed stream for the top stage, F Top . The retentate, RFeed , becomes
the feed for the bottom stage, F Bot : The retentate from the top stage
and the permeate from the bottom are recycled and mixed with
the original feed stream. The mixed stream is then fed to the feed
stage. The flow rate and concentrations of that mixed feed stream
can also be calculated via mass balances (Eqs. 4 and 5).

FlFF ¼ FlFeed þ FlR;Top þ FlP;Bot

ð4Þ

cFF;i FlF F ¼ cFeed;i FlFeed þ cR;Top;i FlR;Top
þ cP;Bot;i FlP;Bot for all components i

ð5Þ

Solving the mass balances in the mixing point is not straightforward. We can only calculate the recycle streams after knowing the
outlet from the feed stage. However, solving the mass balance in
the feed stage requires the condition of its feed, which is the
unknown mixed stream. This is not an issue in the ideal cascade
concept, because it assumes identical concentrations from the
streams entering the mixing point. The previous model for membrane cascades (Rizki et al., 2020; Rizki et al., 2019) solved this
problem iteratively; estimating the mixed stream and repeating
the calculation until the mass balance in Eq. (4) is met. However,
in a constrained optimization model, this so-called pooling problem is known to be a rather challenging problem, and strategies
have been developed to include this pooling problem in optimization procedures (Song and Elimelech, 1995; Wiebe et al., 2019).
This turns the system into an MINLP. MINLP problems are often
non-convex, in which local optima can be found rather than the
global optimum. Therefore, solving such problems requires a global
optimization solver.

Table 1
Process parameters and variables used in the optimization model.

Permeate flow rate with given design
optionsðm; p; t; aÞ
Sieving coefficient of component i with given
design (m, p, t)
Retentate flow rate at stage s with given design
optionsðm; p; t; aÞ
Concentration of permeate stream at stage s for
componenti
Concentration of retentate stream at stage s for
componenti
Binary variable selecting design options for
stages

ð2Þ

These mass balances in every stage also relate the concentration
of every flow that comes in and out of the stage (Eq. 2). The concentration in the permeate and retentate flows of a stage are related
through the observed sieving coefficient (Eq. 3). This observed
sieving coefficient, Sv , varies as a function of the membrane type,
the TMP and the temperature.

2.1. Input data and variable declaration

Variables

ð1Þ
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X

2.2. Purity and yield

X 
Flr ðFeed; m; p; t; aÞ ¼
yðBottom; m; p; t; aÞ  Flp ðm; p; t; aÞ

m;p;t;a

P
Yield ¼

Sv ðm; p; t; iÞ 
¼

 3ÞFlr;B
 100%
c
ð
iÞFlF
F
i

P

X

X

cr ðs; m; p; t; a; iÞ

a

cp ðs; m; p; t; a; iÞ for all s; m; p; t and i

(Component balances)
X 
cFF ðiÞ  FlFF ¼ cF ðiÞ  FlF þ
cp ðBottom; m; p; t; a; iÞ  yðBottom; m; p; t; aÞ
m;p;t;a


 Flp ðm; p; t; aÞ þ cr ðTop; m; p; t; a; iÞ  Flr ðTop; m; p; t; aÞ
for all components

ð7Þ
cFF ðiÞ  FlFF ¼

m;p;t;a

X 

An optimization model is formulated to find the combination of
membrane, TMP, temperature and membrane surface area for
every stage of a 3-stage cascade that gives the best performance.
For this, we formulate a maximization problem. The performance
indicator can be represented by either the purity or the yield. By
definition, using purity as the objective function may lead to a fractional objective (Yemets et al., 2006) because both the nominator
and the denominator in Eq. (6) follow from the calculations. This
is not the case with the yield as an objective. Therefore, the yield
is a more appropriate objective. The purity is included as one of
the constraints (Eqs. 8 and 9). A frontier curve can then be used
to find optimal combinations for purity and yield.
The optimal configuration can be found by maximizing the yield
subject to the set of constraints as described in Eqs. (9)–(23). The
mass balances defined in the previous section are reformulated as
constraints in Eqs. (11)–(19). In addition, some ranges are added as
both lower and upper bounds for variables to limit the search area.
The lower bounds need to be defined considering the computing sensitivity, whereas the upper bounds can be chosen arbitrarily according to experimental observation or data from the literature.

m;p;t;a

¼

X
m;p;t;a

¼

X 

cp ðTop; m; p; t; a; iÞ  yðTop; m; p; t; aÞ  Flp ðm; p; t; aÞ
ð18Þ

½cr ðFeed; m; p; t; a; iÞ  Flr ðFeed; m; p; t; aÞ
X 

cp ðBottom; m; p; t; a; iÞ  yðBottom; m; p; t; aÞ

m;p;t;a


 Flp ðm; p; t; aÞ þ cr ðBottom; m; p; t; a; iÞ  Flr ðBottom; m; p; t; aÞ
ð19Þ
(Bounds)

LowFl  Flr  UpFl for all s; m; p; t; a

ð20Þ

Flr  Lowrat  y  Flp for all s; m; p; t; a

ð21Þ

cr ðs; m; p; t; a; iÞ  Upc for all s; m; p; t; a; i

ð22Þ

cp ðs; m; p; t; a; iÞ  Upc for all s; m; p; t; a; i

ð23Þ

The solution of Eqs. (8) to (23) is a set of binary variables,
yðs; m; p; t; aÞ 2 f0; 1g for each stage and for all possible combinations of membrane types, TMPs and areas. Among those combinations, there are only 3 variables y with values of 1 corresponding to
the 3 stages of the cascade. These yvalues describe the optimal
combination for every stage.

(Minimum requirements)

ð9Þ

yðs; m; p; t; aÞ ¼ 1 for all s 2 ftop; feed; bottomg

ð17Þ


cp ðFeed; m; p; t; a; iÞ  yðFeed; m; p; t; aÞ  Flp ðm; p; t; aÞ

þ cr ðTop; m; p; t; a; iÞ  Flr ðTop; m; p; t; aÞ

subject to

X



m;p;t;a

ð8Þ

Purity  LowPurity

ð16Þ

X 
cp ðFeed; m; p; t; a; iÞ  yðFeed; m; p; t; aÞ

 Flp ðm; p; t; aÞ þ cr ðFeed; m; p; t; a; iÞ  Flr ðFeed; m; p; t; aÞ

2.3. Optimization problem

max Yield

ð15Þ

a

ð6Þ

i c r;Bot ði

ð14Þ

(Concentration equilibrium)

P

ði3Þ c r;Bot ðiÞ
Purity ¼ P
 100%
i cr;Bot ðiÞ

m;p;t;a

þ Flr ðBottom; m; p; t; aÞ

The performance of a separation process is commonly assessed
with the purity and yield of the product coming out of the system.
The purity of a product is defined as a fraction of the main component in the product, in the total amount of solutes. In a mixture of
FOS, oligosaccharides with DP3 or higher are considered to be the
main product and the small sugars with DP2 and lower are contaminants to be removed. Therefore, we can formulate the purity
and yield of FOS product coming from a 3-stage cascade as
described in Eqs. (6) and (7).

ð10Þ

m;p;t;a

3. Methods

(Flow balances)
X 

FlFF ¼ FlF þ
Flr ðTop; m; p; t; aÞ þ yðBottom; m; p; t; aÞ  Flp ðm; p; t; aÞ

3.1. Feed condition

m;p;t;a

ð11Þ

FlFF ¼

X 

yðFeed; m; p; t; aÞ  Flp ðm; p; t; aÞ þ Flr ðFeed; m; p; t; aÞ

The optimization model is in line with a model that was used in
previous study (Rizki et al., 2020), in which a mixture of FOS was
fed into a 3-stage membrane cascade system resulting in a higher
purity of the product. This previous model simulated the outcome
of both single- and 3-stage systems with a given membrane, TMP,
temperature and membrane area at each stage. Here, that model is
referred to as the sim model.
The current model was developed based on mathematical programming. This model is further referred as the MP model. Both
the MP and the sim models use a pre-defined feed stream, which
contains a mixture of oligosaccharides with a DP from 1 to 10.
The oligosaccharides with DP higher than 5 are clustered as 1 com-



m;p;t;a

ð12Þ
X 
m;p;t;a

¼

yðFeed; m; p; t; aÞ  Flp ðm; p; t; aÞ

X 



yðTop; m; p; t; aÞ  Flp ðm; p; t; aÞ þ Flr ðTop; m; p; t; aÞ



m;p;t;a

ð13Þ
4
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meate flow rate scales linearly with the surface area. Apart from
this, the permeate flow rate depends on the type of membrane,
the TMP and the temperature. Both sieving coefficient and the permeate flow rate can be simulated using a modified steric-pore
model with known characteristics of the membranes (pore size
and hydrodynamic resistance) under specific TMP and temperature
(Rizki et al., 2020). With this model, the permeate flows and sieving coefficient were simulated with a complete factorial combination of m, p and t at all levels (Table 3). This lookup table for singlestage separations (see Supplementary Table S.1) was then used in
the optimization procedure.

Table 2
Feed concentration for the optimization model.
Index value, i

Component

Concentration for characterization (g/L)a

1
2
3
4
5

DP1
DP2
DP3
DP4
DP  5

0.380
0.396
0.706
0.769
1.329

±
±
±
±
±

0.022
0.024
0.049
0.050
0.089

a
Uncertainties are calculated based on the 95% confidence interval for all
experiments.

Table 3
Values of the operating design variables used in the optimization model.
Decision variables

Indices

Levels

Stage
Membrane
TMP
Temperature
Area

s
m
p
t
a

Feed; top; bottom
GE; GH; GK
4; 8; 10; 12; 14; 16bar
25 °C, 30 °C, 35 °C, 40 °C, 45℃
1and2

3.4. Optimization model and validation
The optimization problem was written using the general algebraic modelling system (GAMS). This system allows different solvers related to many optimization problems to be used. We used
the network-enabled optimization system (NEOS) (Czyzyk et al.,
1998) using a global optimization solver, BARON. This solver follows a branch-and-bound algorithm to ensure that the found optimum is global (Kılınç and Sahinidis, 2018; Sahinidis, 1996;
Sahinidis, 2003).
Before the optimization, the MP model was validated using the
sim model in predicting both the purity and yield of a 3-stage FOS
fractionation. The sim model itself was previously validated using
experimental data under various conditions (Rizki et al., 2020).
Using the sim model to validate the new MP model allowed us to
test any combination, which might have not been possible
experimentally.
Combinations of the operating variables were used as input
variables. For validation purposes, we used a fractional factorial
design to generate combinations of input variables. This design
considered all 3 types of membranes, 3 levels of TMPs (8, 12 and
16 bar), 3 levels of temperatures (25 °C, 35 °C and 45℃) and 2 level
of membrane area for every stage. There were 324 possible combinations of these input variables. The generation of these combinations was done using a fractional factorial design table from the
literature (Chen et al., 1993). Not all combinations were feasible
due to insufficient flow. Excluding the infeasible combinations,
132 combinations remained to be validated.

ponent, so we have 5 components in the system. The component
composition of this feed stream is summarized in Table 2. The feed
enters the system at a flow rate of 60 kg/h.
3.2. Design variables
The search for the optimum configuration was done with 5
independent operating variables to be optimized: for each stage,
s, we chose a membrane type, m, TMP, p, temperature, t, and membrane area, a (Table 3). For each of the 3 stages in the cascade
design, the binary variable y represents the choices of the design
variables. The constraints (Eqs. (9)–(23)) ensured that only 1 combination of the design variables would be selected for every stage.
The membrane variable represents the available choice of membranes. Three different membranes from General Electric were
used: GE with molecular weight cutoff (MWCO) of 1 kDa, GH with
MWCO of 2.5 kDa and GK with MWCO of 3.5 kDa. These 3 membranes were used with a TMP of 4–16 bar and at a temperature
of 25 °C–45℃. These variables are continuous and may take any
value within the indicated ranges. However, a continuous variable
in the model requires a defined relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variables. These relations
between TMP, temperature and membrane properties exist but
are complex. Therefore, for the optimization model, we simplified
the problem by only using a discrete set of values for these
variables.
In practice, membranes are offered in modules with a specific
membrane surface, therefore we also assume that the membrane
surface area can only be a multiple of the surface of identical modules. We considered using 1 or 2 modules per stage in the MP mode
with a surface area of 0.38 m2 per module. Because the surface area
per module was fixed, we only show the number of modules as the
input variable. The relationship between the surface area and the
permeate flow rate is linear and does not affect the sieving
coefficient.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Model validation
The MP model was validated using the sim model with 132
independent combinations of values for the process variables
(Fig. 2). The horizontal axis represents all 132 combinations that
were considered for validation. These combinations are sorted
based on the predicted yield value. We hardly see any differences
between the model outcomes, at higher yields. However, differences become larger at smaller yields.
The deviations between the MP and sim model stem from the
inability of the MP model in handling continuous concentration
variations in streams. The MP model uses fixed values of the permeate flow rate and observed rejection with a given membrane
type, TMP and temperature, whereas the sim model calculates
the exact values. Differences in concentration will change the concentration polarization, which affects the permeate flux, because
the osmotic pressure over the membrane changes. Fig. 3a shows
that there are differences in the flux predicted by the sim model
and that predicted by the MP model. However, as concentration
polarization in nanofiltration remains relatively insignificant, the
effect on the sieving coefficient remains small (Fig. 3b).

3.3. Dataset of single-stage membranes
The performance of a single stage is represented by its permeate
flow rate and its sieving coefficient. Both flow rate and sieving
coefficient depend on the independent operating parameters
(Table 3). The performance of a single membrane is assumed to
be consistent and thus independent of the stage position. The sieving coefficient does not depend on the membrane area, but the per5
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Fig. 2. Validation of the MP model using the sim model in predicting purity and yield with various combinations of setup shown as (a) the absolute values and (b) relative
difference from the simulation model The Relative Error is defined as the difference of the values in figure (a) for both models divided by the value of simulation model.

ple, Table 5 shows the combination of membrane type, TMPs, temperature and area that leads to the maximum yield given a
minimum purity of 80%.
This solution gives an indication that the search for an optimum
combination can be successfully done numerically. Considering all
levels of the decision variables, a manual search means a search of
millions of possible options, which is costly and impractical. Using
the MP model, we can easily find other optimal combinations
when we require different purities.

Despite the differences, the MP model gives predictions of the
purity and yield that agree well with the sim model. A paired ttest analysis for both models shows that there is no significant difference between these 2 models in predicting the purity and yield
(within a 95% confidence interval). The differences are just 0.18% in
the purity and 0.29% in the yield (Table 4).
We therefore conclude that the MP model describes the purity
and yield of a 3-stage cascade system with sufficient accuracy.
4.2. Model solution

4.3. Trade-off of best case scenarios
Solving Eqs. (8)–(24) identifies a set of input variables (Table 1)
that give the maximum yield subject to given constraints, such as
the minimum purity. The binary variable y identifies the system
layout that gives the maximum yield. There are exactly 3 y variables that have a value of 1, corresponding to each stage. Because
this variable is a function of the operating variables, we can find
which combination of operating variables is the best. As an exam-

We constructed a frontier curve by optimizing the system using
various purity requirements. Due to the discretization, the model
could not give solutions at every purity value. The model either
gave a solution with a higher purity than required or the problem
became non-convergent. This problem resulted in gaps between
the solutions on the frontier curve. More solutions in these gaps

Fig. 3. Parity plot between the sim model and the MP model in predicting (a) the flow rate and (b) FOS observed sieving coefficient for each stage of the cascade system.
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red to blue symbols). A purity requirement lower than 77% is does
not make sense, because the feed mixture itself has a purity of 77%
and therefore all solutions already have a purity of more than 77%.
Like any other numerical method, the ability of the MP model to
solve the optimization problem depends on the starting point.
Using smaller step sizes decreases the distance of the starting point
to the solution, and thus more solutions can be found. The step
size, D, is defined as the increment of the minimum purity constraint while solving the optimization model repeatedly.
In the solver algorithm, a search is terminated when the difference between the latest solution and the previous iteration in the
iteration is below a (pre-defined) threshold accuracy. The model
may give different solutions depending on this threshold. This
threshold should be defined relative to the size of the objective values. We observed that multiplying the purity and yield with certain numbers created different solutions (Table 6), because all
these solutions are quite close to each other in terms of the objective value (here, the yield with the purity as constraint). The differences are often insignificant in practice. However, a small
difference might come from totally different configurations. Table 6
illustrates this for model solutions with a maximum yield of 98%
with purity of 79%. The combinations of purity and yield were chosen arbitrarily as an example. For the feed (middle) stage, all solutions use a GK membrane with some difference in pressures and
temperatures. For the bottom stage, the solutions vary strongly.
Our conclusion is that while the feed stage is critical, the bottom
stage is not so critical for the optimization criterion, and therefore,
freedom in the design is allowed here. Thus, we see that the optimization gives us an indication of the priorities in the design process and also provide alternative options for the other parts.
A finer resolution may help in finding solutions within the gaps
between solutions found with a coarser resolution. This finer resolution was obtained by multiplying both yield and purity values

Table 4
Paired t-test result between the MP model and the sim model in predicting purity and
yield.
Predictor

Difference between models
(95% confidence interval)

P values

Purity (%)
Yield (%)

0.11–0.26
0.51–0.73

2.19  106
0.009

Table 5
The solution for the optimization model with
minimum purity 80%.
Parameters

Value

Minimum purity (%)
Purity (%) (constraint)
Yield (%) (optimization result)
Stage feed
Membrane
TMP (bar)
Temperature (℃)
Area
Stage top
Membrane
TMP (bar)
Temperature (℃)
Area
Stage bottom
Membrane
TMP (bar)
Temperature (℃)
Area

80
80.01
97.43
GK
16
45
2
GH
10
30
2
GE
4
35
1

were found by using smaller steps in the required purity. As can be
observed from Fig. 4, this resulted in smaller gaps (from black to

Fig. 4. Frontier curve and model solutions with different step size for setting the minimum purity.
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Table 6
Solutions for the optimization model with purity 79% using different resolutions.
Parameters

Value (different resolutions)

Resolutions

1

10

100

1000

Purity
Yield
Stage feed
Membrane
Pressure
Temperature
Area
Stage top
Membrane
Pressure
Temperature
Area
Stage bottom
Membrane
Pressure
Temperature
Area

79.06
98.62

79.52
98.23

79.13
98.39

79.39
98.00

GK
16
40
1

GK
16
45
2

GK
14
35
1

GK
14
35
1

GE
10
40
2

GH
10
25
2

GH
12
35
1

GH
16
25
1

GH
4
35
1

GE
4
30
1

GK
16
40
2

GE
8
25
1

at those problems, these solutions have purities that are much
higher than the requirement. Solving this issue can be done by
finding a strategy to ensure that the purity constraint is binding.
Another way is to add an extra constraint such as a minimum yield
or maximum purity. However, the values of these constraints will
necessarily be educated guesses, because we can only get good
estimates after we have constructed the frontier. Moreover, the
addition of an extra constraint increases the model complexity,
which may lead to an unsolvable problem.
In Section 2.3. we discussed the difference in using the purity as
a constraint and the yield as the optimization objective, and the
use of the purity as the objective with the yield as constraint.

with arbitrary constants. By doing so, the model sensitivity was
improved. However, the computational capacity restricts the resolution at some point. Fig. 5 shows that because of this, less solutions are found at 100  and 1000  resolutions. Thus. we
conclude that there is an optimal resolution in term of the ability
to find solutions. Among the resolution values presented in
Fig. 5, resolution of 1000x is the best resolution in term of the coverage in the frontier curve. However, this resolution has fewer
solution points, which is filled in by the other resolution values.
The MP model still gives some solutions below the frontier
curve. These solutions are not real optima. However, somehow
the solver recognized them as optimum solutions. Looking closer

Fig. 5. Frontier curve and model solutions for various resolutions.
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Fig. 6. Optimal solutions with different objectives: maximizing yield and maximizing purity simultaneously using the BARON solver.

be partially retained. For higher purity at the expense of the yield,
the membrane with the largest MWCO is chosen for the feed stage,
the GK membrane. The intermediate membrane, the GH membrane, with MWCO in between the other membranes, is never optimal in the feed stage. The feed stage therefore mostly acts as a flow
divider and not as the main purification stage.
For the top stage, a tight membrane (GE) is chosen for the highest yields, but for all other conditions, the intermediate membrane
(GH) is chosen. The role of this stage in those latter cases is to polish the stream by removing some lower molecular weight components to obtain the required purity. Some loss of the high
molecular wright components into the permeate is accepted,
because this is returned to the feed stage, which will then redirect
it again to the top stage. The membrane with the largest MWCO is
never optimal for the top stage, because the permeate of the top
stage is considered as waste.
In the bottom stage, we see more mixed configurations. All 3
membranes are selected at different sets of yield and purities. This
implies that the choice of this membrane is not crucial, and the difference between different configurations is small. It may therefore
be logical to choose the GK membrane, because this membrane is
most open and will allow the largest flux, or the smallest membrane surface area.
Considering the operating conditions, we also see a clear trend.
Higher pressure and temperature is optimal in the feed and top
stages, whereas, on average, lower pressure and temperature is
optimal in the bottom stage. However, also here, we see alternative
selections of conditions for the bottom stage, indicating that the
differences are not very large.
This supports previous studies in membrane cascading, which
concluded that in the feed stage, a balanced flow is important,
hence an open membrane can be used. Good separation is more

Fig. 6 shows the results for both approaches. The solutions found
by using the purity as the objective are in the same frontier curve
found by using the yield as the objective. However, there is a
numerical difference. The use of a global mixed integer quadratic
programming solver (ANTIGONE) did not lead to a solution when
maximizing purity, whereas BARON, which uses deterministic global optimization algorithms of the branch-and-bound type was
able to attain solutions. It is therefore important to formulate the
objective towards the specific algorithm that is chosen. This limitation can also be shown when less solution points are found while
maximizing the purity.
It is also possible to optimize both criteria, purity and yield,
simultaneously, by combining them in a single objective function.
We expect that the solutions will follow the frontier line, with the
precise location dictated by the weights that are assigned for the
two factors.
4.4. Maps of best operating conditions
The frontier curve that is constructed is important because it
gives the best possible performance by the system. In addition,
analysing the configurations that give this best performance may
offer guidelines on how to design cascaded membrane systems.
Fig. 7 shows a map of the configurations and operating conditions
along the frontier. This map gives a great contribution and insight
in designing a membrane system, which conventionally done via
trial and error or subjective guesses. With this map, a process
designer can determine which operating condition to chose in each
stage objectively.
A membrane with a low MWCO, the GE membrane, in the feed
stage is only recommended when a very high yield is requested.
The consequence of this is low purity; other components will also
9
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Fig. 7. Map of the operating conditions in the optimum solutions with yield higher than 75%.

optimized numerically using a mixed integer non-linear programming. This mathematical programming model was validated using
a previously validated simulation model under similar feed and
operating conditions. This optimization problem was solved using
the BARON algorithm to select a membrane, and the TMP, operating temperature and membrane surface area for each stage of the
cascade to achieve the highest yield for a given required purity.
The optimization can also be done by optimizing the product purity with a given yield requirement with comparable outcome.
We constructed a frontier curve from the optimized solutions
that represents the optimum achievable combination of purity
and yield with the cascade design. The frontier curve shows a
trade-off between purity and yield in the process ranging from
almost a complete recovery (99% yield) with low purity to maximum purity around 85% with a low yield. Mapping the configura-

crucial in the top stage; hence, a tighter membrane is chosen there,
using a large TMP to ensure reasonable flux.
Unlike the feed and top stage, we cannot see a clear shift of the
operating conditions in the bottom stage. We see that the choices
are spread. This implies that the differences that are achieved by a
specific choice in this stage do not greatly affect the yield and purity. We are therefore relatively free in the design for this stage; for
example, based on other criteria, such as the required composition
of the waste stream or on the minimization of the membrane surface area.
5. Conclusions
The design, configuration and choice of operating conditions in
a 3-stage membrane cascade system for FOS purification were
10
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tions and operating conditions on this frontier shows that to move
from a high yield to a high purity, we need to increase the permeation in the feed stage by switching from a lower to a higher
MWCO, and increase the TMP and temperature and membrane
area. In the top stage, a membrane with a low MWCO is recommended, which minimizes the loss; for lower yields, a membrane
with an intermediate MWCO is chosen. The design of the bottom
stage is quite free and can be based on additional criteria, such
as the composition of the waste product and minimization of the
membrane surface area.
We can translate the finding into simple guidelines for designing inhomogeneous nanofiltration cascades:
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1. The feed stage acts mainly as a flow divider; a membrane with
relatively large MWCO should be chosen when high purity is
preferred over a high yield; otherwise a membrane with a
low MWCO should be chosen.
2. For the top stage, a membrane with a low MWCO is preferred
when high purity is required; otherwise a membrane with an
intermediate MWCO should be chosen.
3. The choice of the bottom stage membrane is not critical, and
thus an open membrane with a larger flux may be chosen.
This study shows that optimization is useful to extract general
design guidelines for complex process systems that go beyond idealized systems and can include non-ideal behaviour and experimental limitations (such as the size of modules that are
available). Even with this, we can find design rules that can be
applied in other designs without the need for a full optimization
study.
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